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ABSTRACT
Nested Chinese Restaurant Process (nCRP) topic models are pow-
erful nonparametric Bayesian methods to extract a topic hierarchy
from a given text corpus, where the hierarchical structure is au-
tomatically determined by the data. Hierarchical Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (hLDA) is a popular instance of nCRP topic models.
However, hLDA has only been evaluated at small scale, because
the existing collapsed Gibbs sampling and instantiated weight vari-
ational inference algorithms either are not scalable or sacrice
inference quality with mean-eld assumptions. Moreover, an ef-
cient distributed implementation of the data structures, such as
dynamically growing count matrices and trees, is challenging.
In this paper, we propose a novel partially collapsed Gibbs sam-
pling (PCGS) algorithm, which combines the advantages of col-
lapsed and instantiated weight algorithms to achieve good scala-
bility as well as high model quality. An initialization strategy is
presented to further improve the model quality. Finally, we propose
an ecient distributed implementation of PCGS through vectoriza-
tion, pre-processing, and a careful design of the concurrent data
structures and communication strategy.
Empirical studies show that our algorithm is 111 times more
ecient than the previous open-source implementation for hLDA,
with comparable or even beer model quality. Our distributed im-
plementation can extract 1,722 topics from a 131-million-document
corpus with 28 billion tokens, which is 4-5 orders of magnitude
larger than the previous largest corpus, with 50 machines in 7 hours.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Topic models are popular tools in the machine learning toolbox.
ey extract a set of latent topics from an input text corpus. Each
topic is a unigram distribution over words, and the high-probability
words oen present strong semantic correlation. Topic models have
been widely used in information retrieval [25], text analysis [7, 29],
information visualization [24], and many other application areas
for feature extraction and dimensionality reduction.
However, the traditional topic models, such as Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) [6], are at. ey do not learn any relationships
between topics by assuming that the probabilities of observing all
the topics are independent. On the other hand, topics are natu-
rally organized in a hierarchy [15]. For example, when a topic on
“unsupervised learning” is observed in a document, it is likely to
also observe the more general topics containing the topic, such
as “machine learning” and “computer science” in the same docu-
ment. By capturing such relationships, hierarchical topic models
can achieve deeper understanding and beer generalization [2, 15]
of the corpus than the at models.
ere are many dierent approaches to learning the topic hi-
erarchy. For example, Google’s Rephil [13] puts a hierarchical
noisy-or network on the documents; the super-topic approach
learns topics of topics [12, 17]; and the nested Chinese Restaurant
Process (nCRP) [2, 5, 15] approach utilizes the nCRP as a prior on
topic hierarchies. Hierarchical topic models have been success-
fully applied to document modeling [15], online advertising [13]
and microblog location prediction [2], outperforming at models.
Amongst these approaches, the nCRP method has a non-parametric
prior on the topic hierarchy structure, which leads to a natural
structure learning algorithm with Gibbs sampling, avoiding the
slow-mixing Metropolis-Hastings proposals or neural rules [13].
e hierarchical Latent Dirichlet Allocation (hLDA) model is a pop-
ular instance of nCRP topic models [5]. In hLDA, topics form a tree
with an nCRP prior, while each document is assigned with a path
from the root topic to a leaf topic, and words in the document are
modeled with an admixture of topics on the path.
However, due to the lack of scalable algorithms and implemen-
tations, hLDA has only been evaluated at a small scale, e.g., with
thousands of documents and tens of topics [5, 23], which limits its
wider adoption in real-life applications. e training of topic mod-
els can be accelerated via distributed computing, which has been
successfully applied to LDA to handle hundreds of billions of tokens
and millions of topics [1, 9]. Unfortunately, the previous algorithms
for hLDA are unsuitable for distributed computing. Specically,
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the collapsed Gibbs sampler [5] is dicult to parallelize because
collapsing the topic distributions breaks the conditional indepen-
dence between document-wise latent variables; on the other side,
the instantiated weight variational inference algorithm [23] has in-
ferior model quality because of label switching and local optimum,
as we will analyze in Sec. 3.2. Moreover, the data structures used by
hLDA, such as the dynamically growing count matrices and trees,
are much more sophisticated than the data structures for LDA, and
their ecient distributed implementations are challenging.
In this paper, we propose a novel partially collapsed Gibbs sam-
pling (PCGS) algorithm, which combines the advantages of the
collapsed Gibbs sampler [5] and the instantiated weight variational
inference method [23] to achieve a good trade-o between the scala-
bility and the quality of inference. We keep most topic distributions
as instantiated to maximize the degree of parallelism; while we
integrate out some rapid changing topic distributions to preserve
the quality of inference. To further improve the model quality, we
propose an initialization strategy. Finally, we present an ecient
distributed implementation of PCGS through vectorization, pre-
processing, and a careful design of the concurrent data structures
and the communication strategy.
We design a set of experiments to extensively examine the model
quality of our PCGS algorithm as well as its eciency and scalabil-
ity. e experimental results show that our single-thread PCGS is
111 times faster than the previous state-of-the-art implementation,
hlda-c [4]; and our distributed PCGS can extract 1,722 topics from
a 131-million-document corpus with 28-billion tokens, which is 4-5
orders of magnitude larger than the previous largest corpus, with
50 machines in 7 hours. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
rst time to scale up hLDA for large-scale datasets.
2 HIERARCHICAL LDA
We rst review nCRP and hLDA for learning a topic hierarchy.
2.1 Nested Chinese Restaurant Process
Nested Chinese Restaurant process (nCRP) [5] represents a power-
ful nonparametric Bayesian method to learn a tree structure, whose
width and depth are unbounded. Suppose there is a truncated tree
with L levels, where each node except the leaves has an innite
number of children. An unique ID is assigned to each node, where
the root node has the ID 1. nCRP denes a probability distribu-
tion on a series of paths (c1, c2, . . . ) on the tree, where each path
cd ∈ NL+ consists of L node IDs from the root to a certain leaf.
Given c1, . . . , cd−1, we mark a node i as visited if any of the paths
passes through it, and the next path cd is generated as follows: (1)
let cd1 = 1; (2) for each level l = 2, . . . ,L, denote i as a shortcut for
cd,l−1. Assume that there are already T visited nodes, where the
children of i are denoted as ti1, . . . , tiKi . e next node of the path
cdl can be generated as{
p(cdl = tik ) =
mtik
γl+mi
, k = 1, . . . ,Ki
p(cdl = T + 1) = γlγl+mi ,
wheremi := #{(d, l)|cdl = i} is the number of times that node i is
visited, γl is a hyper-parameter, and #{·} denotes the cardinality
of a set. If cdl = T + 1, the path goes through a child node of
cd,l−1, which is not visited before, we assign it the ID T + 1. We
refer this operation as the generation of a new child, although in
fact it is just visiting a node that is never visited before. e above
procedure is denoted as cd ∼ nCRP(cd ;γ , c<d ), where the subscript
< d stands for all the possible indices that are smaller than d , i.e.,
c<d = {c1, . . . , cd−1}.
Intuitively, nCRP puts a CRP [20] on each parent node, where
the probability of visiting each node is proportional to its previous
times of visit. Due to this fact, we can easily extend the stick-
breaking formulation for CRP [19] to nCRP [23]. e generative
procedure is:
• For each node t ∈ N+ on each level l , draw pi t ∼ GEM(γl ),
where pi t is a distribution over the children of t , and
GEM(·) is the stick-breaking distribution [19]. A sample
pi ∼ GEM(γ ) can be obtained as follows:
– For i = 1, . . . ,∞, draw Vi ∼ Beta(1,γ ), and let pii =
Vi
∏i−1
j=1(1 −Vj ).
• For each path cd , let cd1 = 1, and for l = 2, . . . ,L, select
a child kdl ∼ Mult(picd,l−1 ), and let the corresponding id
cdl = tcd,l−1,kdl .
e original nCRP is recovered by integrating out {pi t }. In the
stick-breaking formulation, the probability of visiting each child is
explicitly instantiated, and the paths {cd } are conditionally inde-
pendent given the probabilities {pi t }.
2.2 Hierarchical Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Given a corpus ofD bag-of-words documentsW = {wd }Dd=1, where
each document wd = {wdn }Ndn=1 has Nd tokens, and each token is
represented by its word id wdn ∈ {1, . . . ,V } in the vocabulary of
V unique words. hLDA is an nCRP-based topic model to learn a
topic hierarchy [5]. In hLDA, topics form a L-level tree, i.e., each
tree node t is a topic, and is associated with a distribution over
words ϕt ∈ ∆V−1, where ∆V−1 is the (V − 1)-simplex. Since nodes
and topics have one-to-one correspondence, we do not distinguish
them in the sequel.
In hLDA, each document is assigned with a path cd , and its
words are modeled with a mixture of the topics in cd , with the
document-specic mixing proportion θd . e generative process
for the corpus is:
• For each node t , draw ϕt ∼ Dir(βlt 1), where lt is the level
of node t and 1 = (1, . . . , 1) is an all-one vector;
• For each document d :
– Draw cd ∼ nCRP(cd ;γ , c<d );
– Draw θd ∼ Dir(α );
– For each position n, draw zdn ∼ Mult(θd ), and draw
wdn ∼ Mult(ϕcd,zdn ),
where Dir(·) is the Dirichlet distribution, and α and β are Dirichlet
hyper-parameters. ere are two special cases of hLDA. When the
tree degenerates to a chain, hLDA recovers the vanilla LDA with
L topics, and when the tree has two levels and the probability of
assigning to the rst level θd1 is close to zero, hLDA recovers the
Dirichlet Process Mixture Model (DPMM) [14].
3 INFERENCE FOR HLDA
ere are two classes of algorithms for the posterior inference in
hLDA—the collapsed weight algorithm that integrates out the mixing
weights pi and parameters ϕ, and the instantiated weight algorithm
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Figure 1: Comparison of distributed computing strategies.
that explicitly infers these parameters. ese algorithms present a
trade-o between scalability and the quality of inference.
In this section, we rst introduce the collapsed Gibbs sampler [5],
which is not scalable. To address this problem, we present an instan-
tiated weight block Gibbs sampler, which is based on the same stick-
breaking formulation as the variational inference algorithm [23]
and has an excellent scalability. However, it suers from local op-
tima. To tackle this issue, we propose a partially collapsed Gibbs
sampler that has good scalability as well as high-quality inference.
We also present an initialization strategy to nd beer local optima.
3.1 Collapsed Gibbs Sampling (CGS)
CGS is a collapsed weight algorithm that is based on the nCRP
formulation. e generative process of hLDA (Sec. 2.2) denes
a joint distribution p(w, z,θ , c,ϕ)= ∏∞t=1 p(ϕt ) ∏Dd=1 p(cd |c<d )
p(θd )
∏D
d=1
∏Nd
n=1 p(zdn |θd ) p(wdn |ϕcd,zdn ). Based on the conju-
gacy between Dirichlet and multinomial, θ and ϕ are integrated
out to get the collapsed distribution:
p(w, z, c) =
D∏
d=1
[
p(cd |c<d )
B(Cd + α )
B(α )
] ∞∏
t=1
B(Ct + βlt )
B(βlt )
, (1)
where Cd = (Cd1, . . . ,CdL) are the document-level counts, i.e.,
Cdl = #{n |zdn = l}, Ct are the topic-word counts, i.e., Ctv =
#{(d,n)|wdn = v ∧ cd,zdn = t}, and B(·) is the multivariate beta
function, B(α ) = ∏k Γ(αk )/Γ(∑k αk ).
CGS alternatively samples z and c from their conditional distri-
butions: p(zdn = l |wdn = v,w, z¬dn , c) ∝ (C¬dndl + αl )
C¬dncdl ,v+βl
C¬dncdl +V βl
,
and p(cd = c|w, z, c¬d ) ∝ nCRP(c;γ , c¬d )
∏L
l=1 fC (d, cl ), where¬d represents excluding document d , and ¬dn means excluding the
token (d,n), e.g.,C¬dtv = #{(d ′,n)|wd ′n = v ∧ cd ′,zd′n = t ∧d ′ , d}.
Furthermore, the superscript d denotes only considering document
d , e.g., Cdtv = #{n |wdn = v ∧ cd,zdn = t}. Finally, Ct =
∑V
v=1Ctv
and
fC (d, t) =
B(C¬dt + Cdt + βlt )
B(C¬dt + βlt )
. (2)
A straightforward approach for parallelizing CGS is to let each
thread work on a disjoint set of documents and synchronize the
counts {Ct } between threads and machines. One possible solution
for the synchronization is the parameter server [1], which main-
tains a local copy of {Ct } on each worker machine as well as on a
parameter server. Each machine periodically synchronizes its local
copy with the parameter server by pushing its change to the server
and fetching the latest parameters. Multiple worker threads read
and write the local copy concurrently, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a).
However, this approach has several disadvantages, limiting its
scalability and eciency. Firstly, due to the limited network band-
width, the period of synchronization can be relatively long, e.g.,
minutes. While this is acceptable for LDA, the stale state can poten-
tially harm the quality of inference for hLDA, which is much more
sensitive to local optima, as we will analyze in Sec. 3.2. Secondly,
the local copy of {Ct } needs to support concurrent reads, updates,
and resizes from the worker threads, which is notoriously dicult
and much more expensive than a serial version [10]. Finally, even
in a serial seing, the computational cost of CGS is high because
fC (d, t) involves the computation of the multivariate beta function,
which is computed with gamma functions (see the appendix), that
are much more expensive to compute than simple arithmetic.
3.2 Block Gibbs Sampling
To address the scalability and eciency issues of CGS, we begin
with a block Gibbs sampler (BGS), which is an instantiated weight
algorithm that is based on the same model formulation of the varia-
tional inference algorithm [23], but the per-iteration time complex-
ity is made lower by replacing expectation with sampling.
e BGS is based on the stick-breaking formulation of nCRP (de-
ned in Sec. 2.1), which denes a joint distributionp(w, z,θ , c,ϕ,pi ).
Integrating out θ , BGS samples in the posterior distribution of
(z, c,ϕ,pi ) by alternatively sampling z, c, ϕ and pi given the others.
e resultant updates are as follows:
Sample z: for each token, draw a level assignment from the
distribution p(zdn = l |wdn = v,w, c,ϕ,pi ) ∝ (C¬dndl + αl )ϕcdl ,v .
Sample c: for each document, sample a path from the condi-
tional distribution p(cd = c|w, z, c¬d ,ϕ,pi ) ∝
∏L
l=2 picl−1→cl
∏L
l=1
fI (d, cl ), where pii→j is the probability of going from node i to its
child j, i.e., pi ik = pii→tik , and
fI (d, t) =
V∏
v=1
ϕ
Cdtv
tv . (3)
Sample pi : Draw the stick-breaking weights pi tk = V
t
k
∑k−1
j=1 (1 −
V tj ), whereV tk ∼ Beta(1+mtk ,γ +mt>k ),mtk is the number of times
that a path go through t and its k-th child, andmt
>k =
∑∞
j=k+1m
t
j .
Sample ϕ: Draw the topic distribution p(ϕt ) = Dir(βlt + Ct ).
A subtlety here is on sampling pi and ϕ, where pi t is innite-
dimensional, and there are innite ϕt ’s. We approximate the sam-
pling by truncating pi t to be nite-dimensional, i.e., there are nite
children for each node, so that the whole tree has a nite number of
nodes. is approximation can be avoided with slice sampling [11],
but truncation is not the main reason aecting the model quality,
as there are some more severe issues as we shall see soon.
Due to conditional independence, the document-specic random
variables z and c can be sampled in parallel for each document. is
ts in a bulk-synchronous parallel (BSP) paern. In each iteration,
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pi and ϕ are sampled and broadcast-ed to each worker, and then the
workers sample z and c without any communication, as illustrated
in Fig. 1(b). BSP has been successfully adopted for LDA [9, 27, 28]
and achieved superior throughput than the asynchronous version
(e.g., parameter server) for being lock free [27]. Moreover, the
BGS update for c is also cheaper than that of CGS because the
computation of fI (d, t) only involves the logarithm of ϕ, which
remains invariant during the sampling of z and c, and therefore,
can be pre-processed.
Unfortunately, while BSP works well for LDA, its quality of
inference is unsatisfactory for hLDA in practice. We provide a
number of explanations for this phenomenon:
Ct is not slow-changing. BSP works well for LDA because the
topic-word count Ct is slow-changing. erefore, a stale Ct is close
to the fresh version, and the result is not much aected. However,
this assumption is not true for hLDA because a topic can have very
few documents assigned to it. For instance, if the sampler assigns a
document to a topic that do not have any assigned documents, the
topic-word count Ct for that topic will suddenly change from a zero
vector to non-zero, which diers signicantly with its stale version.
Label switching. If two dierent workers generate two new topics,
it is not clear whether they are the same one. For example, in a
certain iteration, documents d1 and d2 should be assigned to two
dierent new topics t1 and t2. But in BGS, two dierent workers
may decide to assign d1 and d2 to a same topic t , because both
workers do not know the changes made by the other worker, and
just regard t as a topic that no document is assigned to it. As the
result, instead of learning two dierent topics t1 and t2, BGS learns
one topic t that is a combination of t1 and t2. For at models such as
DPMM or hierarchial Dirichlet process (HDP) [21], label switching
is sometimes (approximately) resolved by running an algorithm
that matches the new topics from dierent workers [8]. However,
it is not clear how to match topics on trees.
Local optima. In at models, even when label switching happens,
e.g., two topics t1 and t2 are mixed as one topic, the algorithm may
gradually separate them by generating a new topic and assigning
the documents that should belong to t2 to the new topic [26]. How-
ever, these moves are more dicult for hLDA because it is more
sensitive to local optima. For instance, if two topics t1 and t2 are
incorrectly mixed as one topic t , and t has a sub-tree. To correctly
separate t1 and t2, the sampler needs to create a new brother of t ,
and move some decedents of t to its brother. ese operations can
hardly be achieved with local moves. Wang and Blei [23] aempted
to make this kind of moves by split-and-merge operations, whose
time complexity is typically quadratic with the number of topics,
and does not scale to a large number of topics.
3.3 Partially Collapsed Gibbs Sampling
It can be seen from the aforementioned discussion that there is
a trade-o between scalability and the quality of inference. CGS
learns good models but is not scalable, while BGS is very scalable
but sacrices the quality of inference. To combine their advantages,
we propose a partially collapsed Gibbs sampler (PCGS).
Intuitively, if a topic t has lots of assigned documents, its count
Ct changes slowly. Based on this insight, we categorize the topics
as slow changing topics (SCTs) I and rapid changing topics (RCTs)
C, such that the number of SCTs dominates. en, we perform CGS
for the RCTs C and BGS for the SCTs I. e quality of inference is
not greatly aected because we perform CGS for the RCTs, and the
scalability and eciency is good because for most topics we per-
form the scalable and ecient BGS. We dene a topic t to be rapid
changing if it is assigned to less than M (a user-dened constant)
documents, and slow changing otherwise.
Formally, let ϕC = {ϕt |t ∈ C}, ϕI = {ϕt |t ∈ I}, CC = {Ct |t ∈
C} and CI = {Ct |t ∈ I}, we derive the following Gibbs sampling
updates, where the details can be found in the appendix:
Sample z: draw the level assignment for each token fromp(zdn =
l |wdn = v,w, z¬dn , c,ϕI ) ∝ (C¬dndl + αl )

ϕcdl ,v cdl ∈ I,
C¬dncdl ,v+βlt
C¬dncdl +V βlt
cdl ∈ C.
Sample c: sample the path from p(cd = c|w, z, c¬d ,ϕI )
∝ nCRP(c;γ , c¬d )
L∏
l=1
{
fI (d, cl ) cl ∈ I,
fC (d, cl ) cl ∈ C.
(4)
Sample ϕI : For t ∈ I, draw ϕt ∼ Dir(βlt + Ct ).
ese PCGS updates just combine the update rules of CGS and
BGS, which utilizes CGS rule for t ∈ C and BGS rule for t ∈ I.
Since the document visit counts m (dened in Sec. 2.1) only
requires O(T ) space, where T is the number of topics, it is cheap
to synchronize. We keep the entire tree weight pi collapsed out,
and periodically synchronize the counts across machines. PCGS
creates new topics in the same way as CGS. erefore, PCGS does
not require truncation and has the correct stationary distribution.
For distributed computing, PCGS performs asynchronous up-
dates for the rapid-changing (CC ,m) and perform BSP updates for
the slow-changing counts CI , as illustrated in Fig. 1(c). Since there
are few rapid-changing topics, the amount of asynchronous updates
of PCGS is much smaller than that of CGS, which needs to update
all the counts ({Ct },m) asynchronously. anks to the small size
of asynchronous updates, network bandwidth is not a boleneck
for PCGS, and PCGS can update the counts more frequently than
CGS. In the sequel, the PCGS counts are more fresh than CGS in
distributed seing. Because the number of slow-changing topics
dominates, PCGS enjoys similar scalability and eciency as BGS.
3.4 Initialization Strategy
hLDA is sensitive to local optima, so a proper initialization is cru-
cial for obtaining good results. We adopt the progressive online
initialization strategy [5, 23], which begins with an empty collec-
tion of documents, and gradually adds documents by inferring the
posterior of document-specic variables (cd , zd ) given all the pre-
viously observed documents. e documents are organized into
mini-batches, and ϕI is sampled per mini-batch.
To further improve the model quality, we noticed that all the
aforementioned algorithms update c and z while keeping the other
xed, which can severely trap the sampler in local optima. For
example, aer a document d is assigned to a certain path cd , its
words are assigned to the levels zd of the current path. In the next
iteration, even if there is another path c′d such that p(wd |c′d ) is
larger than p(wd |cd ), p(wd |c′d , zd ) is not likely to be larger than
p(wd |cd , zd ) because zd is already optimized for cd . In this case,
the path assignments cd will be quickly trapped in a local optimum
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Figure 2: An overview of the distributed inference system.
even if there are beer path assignments. We also noticed that
similar as in multinomial mixture models [18], the sampling of
cd is almost deterministic, because logp(wd |cd , zd ) is a sum of
log-likelihoods over all the words, and can dier by hundreds for
dierent cd ’s. erefore, it is dicult for a sampler to jump out of
the local trap simply by its randomness.
We propose a remedy for this problem by sampling c fromp(c|w)
directly instead of from p(c|z,w) (Eq. 4) for the rst I iterations.
In other words, we integrate z out. In the rst I iterations, the
sampler focuses on nding the optimal assignment c for each doc-
ument. Aerwards, the algorithm samples p(c|z,w) to rene the
model. Unfortunately, p(c|w) = ∑z p(c|z,w)p(z) has no closed-
form representation. We approximate it with Monte-Carlo inte-
gration p(c|w) ≈ 1S
∑
zs∼p(z) p(c|zs ,w), where S is the number of
samples, and p(z) =
∫
θ p(z|θ )p(θ )dθ is a Polya distribution which
is approximated with a uniform discrete distribution over levels.
4 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
Our distributed training system for hLDA consists of machine-level
and thread-level parallelism, as shown in Fig. 2. On the machine
level, we use MPI to synchronize the tree structure and the counts
(CI ,CC ,m) across machines; and on the thread-level, a number of
threads concurrently read and update the local counts.
In order to implement the system eciently, several challenges
must be addressed. Firstly, for each worker thread, the data layout
and algorithm should be organized in a vectorization-friendly way
for ecient memory access and computation. Moreover, expensive
computation such as logarithms should be avoided as much as
possible. Secondly, for ecient multi-thread parallelism, the shared
data structure should be lock-free. Finally, the communication
strategy need to be chosen carefully to minimize communication
overhead and maximize the freshness of the counts. We now present
solutions to address these challenges.
4.1 Vectorization and Pre-processing
We rst discuss how to organize the computation for vectorization
and pre-processing. e most time-consuming part of PCGS is the
sampling of c according to Eq. (4), or more concretely, comput-
ing fI (d, t) for each t ∈ I and fC (d, t) for each t ∈ C. Because
both fI (d, t) and fC (d, t) are very close to zero, we compute their
logarithms. Rewrite Eq. (3):
log fI (d, t) = log
V∏
v=1
(ϕtv )Cdtv =
∑
v ∈Wd,lt
logϕtv , (5)
whereWdl is the set of all tokens in document d that are assigned
to level l , which can be computed by bucket sorting zdn ’s along
with their positions n’s.
Eq. (5) can be vectorized as log f I (d, l) = ∑v ∈Wdl (logϕ>)v,Il ,
where Il ⊂ I is the subset of topic ids on level l , and f I (d, l) is
the vector of fI (d, t)’s for all topics in Il . e matrix logϕ> is
the transpose of the element-wise logarithm of ϕ, which is pre-
processed to avoid the computation of logarithm. We store the
matrix in row-major order, so that accessing some topics Il for a
certain word v is continuous as long as the IDs Il are continuous
for each level, which is easy to achieve by sorting the topic ids
according to their levels, since I do not change when sampling c.
erefore, computing log f I (d, l) is fully vectorized by just adding
the slices of the matrix logϕ> indexed byWdl and Il .
Similarly, Eq. (2) can be rewrien as:
log fC (d, t) =
∑
(v,o)∈W′d,lt
log(C¬dtv + o + βlt ) + ht , (6)
where we convert the logarithm of multivariate beta function as
the sum of logarithms (the derivation details can be found in the
appendix). e term ht = log Γ(C¬dt +V βlt )− log Γ(Ct +V βlt ), and
inW ′dl we assign each token with an oset indicating which time
does this word appear, e.g., if a word v is in wd for three times, we
put (v, 0), (v, 1) and (v, 2) intoW ′dl .
Again, we vectorize the computation of fC (d, t) by computing
log fC (d, l) for each l , which is the vector of log fC (d, t)’s for t ∈
Cl . Cl ⊂ C is the subset of topic ids on level l , that can change
during the sampling of c due to the birth and death of topics. For
ecient vectorization, the counts need to be stored such that C¬dtv
is continuous for all t ∈ Cl . To achieve this, we store separate count
matrices for each level. For level l , C>Cl is stored, which is made by
concatenating all the columns t ∈ Cl of C>t . When a new topic on
level l is created, we append it to C>Cl as the rightmost column. e
removal of columns is deferred aer the sampling of c nishes, and
the result will not be aected since the dead topics correspond to
zero columns in C>Cl .
Unlike computing fI (d, t), the logarithm in Eq. (6) cannot be
pre-processed since the count C¬dtv changes during the sampling
of c. erefore, fC (d, t) is much more expensive to compute than
fI (d, t), supporting our argument on the ineciency of CGS in
Sec. 3.1. Fortunately, for PCGS, the computation of logarithm is
avoided as much as possible by keeping C a small set. To further
accelerate the computation, we use the SIMD enabled Intel VML
library for logarithms.
4.2 Concurrent Data Structures
In our system, the collapsed count matrices C>C are concurrently
read and updated by the worker threads, and the number of columns
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(topics) can grow over time. Since there are a lot of reads, the
matrix must be read eciently, i.e., lock free. Meanwhile, the
consistency can be relaxed since a small deviation of the counts
will not aect the result much. erefore, we only ask the matrices
to have eventual consistency, i.e., the values of the matrices should
be eventually correct if no new updates are given. We adopt atomic
writes to preserve eventual consistency, while the reads are relaxed
as non-atomic operations, to maximize the reading performance.
e dynamic number of columns makes the implementation chal-
lenging. e straightforward implementation for growing the ma-
trix involves allocating a new memory region, copying the original
content to the new memory, and deallocating the original memory.
However, this implementation cannot achieve eventual consistency
because the updates during copying will not be incorporated.
Inspired by the lock-free design of a concurrent vector [10],
which is a one-dimensional version of our matrix, we provide an
ecient implementation of the concurrent matrix. Internally, it
holds a list of matrix blocks, where the i-th matrix block has the size
R × 2c+i−1, while c is a constant. e rst matrix block represents
the [0, 2c )-th columns of the original matrix, the second matrix
block represents the [2c , 3 × 2c )-th columns of the original matrix,
and so on. If there is a growing request that exceeds the current
capacity, we allocates the next matrix block on the list. For every
reading and updating request, the requested (r , c) coordinate is
converted to the (r ,b, c ′) coordinate, where b is the index of the
matrix block on the list and c ′ is the column index within the
matrix block. e coordinate conversion can be achieved with a
BSR instruction in modern x86 systems [10]. Finally, to improve the
locality, we defragment aer each PCGS iteration, i.e., deallocating
all the matrix blocks and concatenating their content to form a
single larger matrix block.
4.3 Communication
For PCGS, we need to synchronize the instantiated count CI across
machines once per PCGS iteration, and the collapsed counts (CC ,
m) as frequently as possible. We now present an implementation
of the synchronization by MPI.
Firstly, we synchronize CI by the MPI Allreduce operation.
ere are many approaches to synchronizing CC and m. One possi-
ble solution is the parameter server as shown in Fig. 1(a). However,
while parameter server typically assumes the amount of commu-
nication is high and the network bandwidth is the boleneck, the
amount of our PCGS communication is low and our main focus
is on the latency, which determines how fresh the count is. e
parameter server rst merges the changes from individual worker
machines at the server, and then pushes the new state to the work-
ers. While the merging decreases the amount of communication, it
increases the latency by sending the change through the server.
To optimize the latency, we design a decentralized communi-
cation strategy, in which all the worker nodes directly send their
changes to all the other nodes, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c). ere is a
synchronization thread on each worker machine with a to send
buer, a sending buer and a receiving buer. e worker
threads write their changes to the to send buer, and the synchro-
nization threads periodically exchange the content in the to send
buer across machines, as follows: (1) Atomically exchange the
Table 1: Statistics of the datasets.
Dataset D # tokens V
NYTimes (subset) 3 × 103 7.23 × 105 101635
NIPS 1.5 × 103 1.93 × 106 12375
NYTimes 2.93 × 105 9.7 × 107 101635
PubMed 8.2 × 106 7.38 × 108 141043
ClueWeb12 (small) 1.5 × 107 5.6 × 109 100000
ClueWeb12 (large) 1.31 × 108 2.8 × 1010 100000
to send buer and sending buer, clear the new to send buer;
(2) Gather the content of all sending buers to the receiving
buer, by a MPI Allgatherv operation; (3) Merge all the changes
in the receiving buer to the local copy of collapsed counts CC
and m.
5 EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate the quality, eciency and scalability of our algorithm
and system on several datasets, including NIPS, NYTimes, PubMed
from the UCI machine learning repository [3], and two subsets of
the ClueWeb12 dataset [16] (Table 1). e experiments are con-
ducted on the Tianhe-2 supercomputer, which has two 12-core
Xeon E5-2692v2 CPUs per node and an InniBand network. Our
quantitative and qualitative results demonstrate the promise.
We quantitatively compare the quality of the inferred models
by predictive log-likelihood using the document completion ap-
proach [22]. e corpus is divided as a training corpus wt and a
testing corpus, and the testing corpus is further divided as an ob-
served corpus wo, which contains a random half of the tokens for
each document in the testing corpus; and a heldout corpus wh of
the other half of the tokens. e predictive log-likelihood is dened
as p(wh |wo,ϕ), where the model ϕ is inferred from the training
corpus wt, and is approximated with a Monte-Carlo integration:
p(wh |wo,ϕ) ≈
D∏
d=1
1
S
S∑
s=1
Ld∏
n=1
L∑
l=1
p(whdn , zhdn = l |c
(s)
d ,θ
(s)
d ,ϕ),
where c(s)d and θ
(s)
d are the samples from the posterior distribution
p(c(s)d ,θ
(s)
d |wo,ϕ), which can be obtained with Gibbs sampling,
and S is the number of samples. Finally, we convert predictive
log-likelihood to predictive perplexity
perplexity = exp(−log likelihood/number of tokens),
where a lower perplexity score indicates a beer model.
5.1 ality of Inference
We rst compare the model inferred by CGS and our proposed
BGS and PCGS, and examine the eect of the initialization strategy
(Sec. 3.4). We also include a comparison with the open source
implementation for hLDA, hlda-c, which is a CGS algorithm but
has a stick-breaking prior on θ instead of a Dirichlet prior [5].
Unlike parametric models, where the number of topics is xed,
nonparametric models such as hLDA produce dierent numbers of
topics for dierent runs and various inference algorithms, even with
the same hyper-parameter seing. It is not fair to directly compare
the perplexity of two models with dierent numbers of topics. For
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Table 2: Running time comparison
of single-thread implementations.
Implementation Time (s)
hlda-c 4200
CGSi 87.3
PCGSi 37.7
BGSi 29.5
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a fair comparison, we choose a rich set of hyper-parameter congu-
rations, run the algorithms for all these congurations, and plot the
perplexity against the number of topics as in Fig. 3. In this experi-
ment, we train a 4-layer model (i.e., L = 4) on the NYTimes (subset)
dataset and the NIPS dataset, and β = (β0, 0.5β0, 0.25β0, 0.25β0),
where β0 is chosen from {e−4.0, e−3.5, . . . , e2.0}, γ is chosen from
{e−6.0, e−5.5, . . . , e0.0}, and α = 0.2 × 1.
By comparing the perplexity produced by dierent algorithms,
we have a number of observations:
• CGS and PCGS have similar quality, while BGS has worse
results. is agrees with our previous analysis (Sec. 3.2)
that BGS suers from label switching and local optimum.
• Our initialization strategy helps obtain beer results for
both CGS and PCGS.
• Our result is not worse (actually beer) than hlda-c. e
discrepancy aributes to the dierent choice of prior on θ .
5.2 Eciency
We compare the eciency of our algorithms against hlda-c. We
run the serial version of all the algorithms for 70 iterations on the
NYTimes (subset) dataset while seing β = (1, 0.5, 0.25, 0.1), and
γ is tuned to keep the number of topics around 300. e timing
result is shown in Table 2. Our CGS implementation is 48 times
faster than hlda-c. e signicant gain of eciency aributes to
our vectorization and the conversion of the logarithm of gamma
function to the sum of logarithms in Sec. 4.1 and the appendix.
PCGS is 2.3 times faster than CGS, and BGS is 1.3 times faster
than PCGS. ese results match our analysis in Sec. 4.1 on that
BGS and PCGS are more ecient than CGS. Overall, our PCGS
implementation is 111 times faster than hlda-c.
Combining the results on inference quality and eciency, we
nd PCGS to be a good trade-o between quality and eciency by
providing the CGS-level quality within BGS-level time consump-
tion.
5.3 Sensitivity of Parameters
We now examine the impact of the hyper-parameters M, I and S ,
which control the behavior of PCGS.
Impact ofM : M is the threshold of the number of visits that we
decide whether the topic distributionϕt of a topic is rapid-changing
or slow-changing. To investigate its eect, we run PCGS on the
NYTimes dataset, seing β = (1.0, 0.5, 0.25, 0.125),and varying
M ∈ {20, . . . , 216,∞}, while tuning γ to keep the number of topics
around 500. PCGS becomes CGS when M = ∞, and approaches
BGS when M → 0. As shown in Fig. 4, the perplexity goes down
and the time consumption goes up as M grows. We also nd that
M ∈ [26, 29] provides a good trade-o between eciency and
quality. When M = 64, there are 427 slow-changing topics which
covers 99.7% documents, so the change of rapid-changing topic
counts (amount of communication) is kept small.
Impact of I : I is the number of initializing iterations to sample
from p(c|w). We run PCGS on the NYTimes (subset) dataset, seing
β0 = 1, and varying I and γ . It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the
perplexity steadily decreases for large I , which again shows that
our initialization strategy is helpful. We select a moderate I = 32
for all the experiments.
Impact of S : e hyper-parameter S is the number of Monte-Carlo
samples to approximate p(c|w). When S →∞, we directly sample
from p(c|w) in the rst I iterations. We run PCGS on the NYTimes
(subset) dataset, with β = (1.0, 0.5, 0.25, 0.25) and γ = 10−40, and
vary S from 1 to 128. As shown in Fig. 6, S has lile impact on both
the number of topics and the perplexity, implying that a small S ,
e.g., S = 5, is adequate.
5.4 Scalability
Our experiments on scalability are in two folds: whether the quality
of inference is aected by parallelization; and how good is the
speedup. We rst study the multi-thread seing, where the number
of threads varies from 1 to 12 on the NYTimes corpus. e result
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Figure 7: Perplexity and speedup as the amount of computational resource increases.
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Figure 8: Selected subtrees on the topic hierarchy extracted from ClueWeb12 (large).
is shown in Fig. 7(a), where we observe that there is no apparent
increase of perplexity as the number of threads grows. e speedup
with 12 threads is 8.56. e probable reasons of imperfect speedup
include serial region, contention for atomic variables, and limited
memory bandwidth.
For the multi-machine seing, there are two CPUs per machine.
We run our implementation on the PubMed corpus on 1 to 10 CPUs
as shown in Fig. 7(b), and on the larger ClueWeb12 (small) corpus
for 10 to 100 CPUs as shown in Fig. 7(c). e speedup is 8.5 from 1
to 10 CPUs, and 7.15 from 10 to 100 CPUs. e perplexity is slightly
aected by parallelization when the number of CPUs exceeds 7 and
80 on the two datasets, respectively, indicating that the dataset is
not large enough to utilize that many CPUs.
Finally, to demonstrate the scalability, we learn a model with
1,722 topics of the 131-million-document ClueWeb12 (large) corpus
with 50 machines, and the inference nishes in 7 hours. e results
will be presented for qualitative evaluation in the next section.
5.5 alitative Analysis
We now demonstrate the topic hierarchy obtained from the Clue-
Web12 (large) corpus, which is a crawl of web pages. e corpus is
obtained by tokenizing the original ClueWeb12 dataset, randomly
selecting about 30% documents, truncating the vocabulary size to
100,000 and keeping only the documents whose length is between
[50, 500]. We show the selected parts of the obtained tree in Fig. 8,
where some topics whose number of occurrences does not pass a
particular threshold are ltered out, and the font size of words is
proportional to the 4th root of their frequency in the topic. e tree
has 5 levels in total.1
Fig. 8(a) shows some selected topics on the rst 3 levels. e root
node contains the most commonly used words shared by all the
documents. e second level contains a variety of general topics,
such as “soware”, “travel” and “city”, and the third level has more
detailed concepts, e.g., the “city” topic on the second level splits
as “shopping”, “city names”, and “locations”. We further show the
topic subtrees of all the layers rooted at the highlighted nodes
to examine the ne-grained concepts. For example, in Fig. 8(b)
the “travel” topic is divided as “islands”, “India” and “vacations”,
and the leaf level contains specic concepts, such as “ferry” and
“diving”, which are correctly placed under the “islands” topic. In
Fig. 8(c), the “computer” topic is divided as “website”, “windows”,
“vps”, “programming”, “linux” and “forum”. To our knowledge, this
1e visualization demo is available online at hp://ml.cs.tsinghua.edu.cn/∼jianfei/
scalable-hlda.html.
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is the rst time that hLDA is applied to large-scale web data, and
the results demonstrate our ability on automatically learning topic
hierarchy from web data.
6 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
We present a partially collapsed Gibbs sampling (PCGS) algorithm
for the hierarchical latent Dirichlet allocation model, which is a
combination of the collapsed weight algorithm and instantiated
weight algorithm. e major feature of PCGS is that it is scalable and
has high-quality inference. We also present an initialization strategy
to further improve the model quality. To make PCGS scalable and
ecient, we propose vectorization and pre-processing techniques,
concurrent data structures, and an ecient communication strategy.
e proposed algorithm and system are scalable to hundreds of
millions of documents, thousands of topics, and thousands of CPU
cores.
In the future, we plan to extend our method to the more sophis-
ticated nested HDP model [2, 15]. Developing sampling algorithms
with sub-linear time complexity w.r.t. the number of topics via
hashing is also an interesting direction.
A DERIVATION DETAILS
A.1 Derivation of PCGS updates
Rewrite the joint distribution in Sec. 3.1 as: p(w, z,θ , c,ϕC ,ϕI )
=
∏
t ∈C p(ϕt )
∏
t ∈I p(ϕt )
∏D
d=1 p(cd |c<d )p(θd )
∏D
d=1
∏Nd
n=1 p(zdn |θ )
p(wdn |zdn ,ϕC ,ϕI ).
Integrating out ϕC and θ , we have the marginal distribution
p(w, z, c,ϕI )=
∏D
d=1
[
p(cd |c<d )B(Cd+α )B(α )
] ∏
t ∈C
B(Ct+βlt )
B(βlt )
∏
t ∈I[
Dir(ϕt ; βlt )
∏V
v=1(ϕtv )Ctv
]
.
Utilizing the identity B(α+ek )B(α ) =
αk∑
k αk
, where ek is a coordinate
vector, we can derive the Gibbs sampling updates:
Sample z: Keeping only the terms relevant with zdn , we have
p(zdn = l |wdn = v,w, z¬dn , c,ϕI ) ∝ B(Cd+α )B(α )
∏
t ∈C
B(Ct+βlt )
B(βlt )∏
t ∈I
∏V
v=1 ϕ
Ctv
tv ∝
B(C¬dnd +Cdnd +α )
B(C¬dnd +α )
∏
t ∈C
B(C¬dnt +Cdnt +βlt )
B(C¬dnt +βlt )
∏
t ∈I
∏V
v=1 ϕ
C¬dntv +Cdntv
tv ∝ (C¬dndl + αl )

ϕcdl ,v cdl ∈ I,
C¬dncdl ,v+βlt
C¬dncdl +V βlt
cdl ∈ C.
Sample c: p(cd = c|w, z, c¬d ,ϕI ) ∝ p(cd |c¬d )
∏
t ∈C
B(Ct+βlt )
B(βlt )∏
t ∈I
∏V
v=1 ϕ
Ctv
tv ∝ p(cd |c¬d )
∏
t ∈C
B(C¬dt +Cdt +βlt )
B(C¬dt +βlt )
∏
t ∈I
∏V
v=1
ϕ
Cdtv
tv ∝ nCRP(c;γ , c¬d )
∏L
l=1
{
fI (d, cl ) cl ∈ I,
fC (d, cl ) cl ∈ C.
Sample ϕI : For t ∈ I, draw ϕt ∼ Dir(βlt + Ct ).
A.2 Derivation of computing log fC (d, t)
We have log fC (d, t) = log B(C
¬d
t +C
d
t +βlt )
B(C¬dt +βlt )
=
[ ∑V
v=1
∑Cdtv−1
i=0 log(C¬dtv +
i + βlt )
]
+ ht =
∑
(v,o)∈W′dl log(C
¬d
tv + o + βlt ) + ht .
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